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Presentation Stamps. For many years it was (and possibly still is) the rather agreeable custom
of the New Zealand Postmaster General to make occasional presentations of sets of N.Z. stamps
to important visitors and guests. Stamps for inclusion in such sets were drawn from Post Office

. archives, and were; until the George V period, usually given one of a number of different and
distinctive cancellations - a glorious display of this material was included in Mr Marcel Stanley's
superb "London 1980" exhibit, which some readers may have had the good fortune to see.

Sometimes, however, the stamps were not defaced in any way, and would thus be indistinguishable
from their normally-issued counterparts, if removed or separated from the original folder or
booklet in which they were presented. I have seen several of these uncancelled presentation sets,
some very simple and consisting of a few relatively common stamps, others considerably more
elaborate, but none even approaching the range and importance of one which recently came into
my hands. Housed in a handsome morocco leather wallet inscribed in gold "POSTAGE STAMPS
of NEW ZEALAND and its DEPENDENCIES", the set runs to 309 stamps (160 N.Z. and 149
from the Dependencies). A manuscript note on the fly-leaf indicates that the presentation was
made on 29th March 1929, and the contents bear this out. For the record and for general interest,
it is well worth detailing the N.Z. issues. Included are:

Full-Face Queens set of 6 perforated, 1d - 1/- (interestingly, the 1d, 2d, and 6d are not the
reprints, but the issued stamps in the later colours); ~d Newspaper; First Sidefaces - set of
10 to 1/-; First Pictorials - set of 13 London Prints to 5/- (no 2Y:.d WAKATIPU) and set of
15 Local Prints covering all values and colour changes; ~d Mt Cook green; 1d Universal 
London Print and Surface Print; Edward VII - set of 9 to 1/- (both 4ds); George V - set of
15 recess-printed to 1/· incl. colour changes, and set of 9 surface printed to 3/- incl. Y:zd War
Stamp and three different 1Y:.ds; 1920 Victory - complete (incl. 2d surcharge); 1925 Dunedin
set; Express Delivery; Life Insurance:'" 'VR' Y:zd, 1d, 3d, Gd, 1/-, No VR 1d Blue, 2d brown
red, Y:.d, 1d red, 1Y:zd brown, 2d purple, 3d yellow-brown, 6d; Postage Due - first·type set of
11 to 2/-, second-type Y:.d (2), 2d (2), 3d; Officials - First Pictorial 2d, 2/-, 1d Universal,
Edward Y:.d - 1/- set of 5, George V recess set of 6 to 1/·, surface set of 8 to 2/-, Long Fiscal
2/-,5/-, £1.



A number of great rarities there! The Dependencies (Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Raratonga/Cook Islands,
Niue, Samoa) are virtually complete of the period, and for good measure include the rare Niue
1/- variety "Tahae Joined" (S.G. 15)

The original recipient must have been either an unusually important figure, or an extraordinarily
fortunate one, to be so privileged. In any event he was fortunate, in that the person delegated to
compile the set apparently had some philatelic knowledge. It is most unusual for presentation
sets to contain anything more than a representative selection of face-different stamps.

Just one or two of the stamps - almost entirely Dependencies, and fortunately all of relatively
inconsequential value - have defects due to adhesion or careless housing, otherwise condition
throughout is superb unmounted mint.

We gladly paid the high asking price for this rare and important property, and to be quite truth
ful, we'd be very happy to tuck it away in the bottom drawer for a year or two. But in keeping
with our normal policy, we'll be equally happy to entertain serious inquiries, with a view to
allowing someone else the pleasure of owning such a treasure, and the no lesser pleasure of
possessing an asset which, if anything is certain in the world in which we live,is sure to appreciate.

ADSON

A further selection of offers from the Robb collection - this ti me all used, and mainly items
of something more than usual interest. With one isolated exception (duly mentioned in the
description) all are postally used.

701(a) 1d Perf. 12x11V, (D2e). Single copy with red-brown ad. (Second or Third Setting).
Adson in this perf are very much scarcer than the pert. 10s. Fine condition £6.00

(b) As above. Lovely used pair, very fine £15.00

(c) As above. Single with 'Poneke' ad., thus provably Third Setting .

(d) As above. Copy with ads widely misplaced, showing halves of two different ads
(one a Poneke). Nicel .

702(a) 1d Perf. 10, Third Setting (D2j). Single copy with Poneke advert. Finest used ....

(bl As above. Superfine dated used pair with adverts in mauve·purple (one ad. being
a 'Poneke') .

(c) As above. Similar pair, but ads in brown (scarce) ..

(d) As above. Set of 3, showing examples of the three different Poneke adverts (for
table jelly, beef extract, and potted meats) - all incidentally printed in different
colours. A delightful set ..

£7.00

£8.50

£1.50

£3.00

£5.00

£5.50

703 ld perf. 10 & 12V, Mixed. Very fine dated copy, originally perf. 10 all round,
re-perfed 12Y2 vertically, with Poneke ad. (i.e. Third Setting) in red-brown. The
rare variety (D2kW), Cat. $ 200 in 1979 £75.00

704(a) 2d Perf. 12xllV, (D3c). Used copy with Second or Third Setting ad. in red·brown £10.00

(b) As above. Superfine used pair £30.00



(c) As above. Magnificent strip of 3 £42.50

(d) As above. Third Setting copy with Poneke advert £12.00

(e) As above. Oated pair, again indisputably Third Setting, since one ad. is a
Poneke, and additionally showing identifiable parts of two adjacent adverts £32.50

705(a) 2d Pert. 10 (03g). Copy with green advert, thus certainly Second Setting.
Finest condition ..... ;.;.......................................................................................... '£4.25

(b) As above. Third Setting example (Poneke ad.). Again very fine £1.25

(c) As above. Set (similar to lot 702d above) showing the three different wordings
of Poneke adverts. As a bonus the 'Beef Extract' ad is misplaced, and part of
the adjacent ad. is present, thus plating is simple. The Poneke set ;............... £5.00

(d) As above. Superfine vertical pair, Third Setting ;.......................................... £2.75

706(a) 2~d Perf. 10.·(04e). Second or Third Setting in mauve. Fine example £4.25

(b) As above. Second Setting in green (scarce). Advert misplaced - part of adjacent
ad. present ;................................................................................ £9.00

(c) As above. Third Setting copy (Poneke) £4.50

707 21hd Pert. 10 & 12~ Mixed. No less than three individual copies tied to small
piece by Blenheim SQuared circle pmk dated 1894. One could conjecture that,
although severed, these stamps all emanated from the same sheet - an
examination of the adverts (which can be seen by viewing the piece against a
strong light) proves beyond all reasonable doubt not only that this was so, but
that the stamps originally Jormed three-quarters of a block of 4. A wonderful
piece (two stamps still have full official patching), almost certainly unique £145.00

708(8) 3d Perf. 10 (05d). Copy with brown ad. (Second Setting) £9.00

(b) As above. Third Setting advert (Poneke) in red or mauve. Fine, each £4.25

709 4d Perf•. 10, Sec:ond Setting. In this value, Second Setting stamps invariably have
brown adverts, and the shade of the stamp itself is green. Finest used copy •....... £3.25

710(a) 4d. Perf. 10, Third Setting. Here ads are always mauve, and stamps blue-green.
Superfine used example £3.25

(b) As above. Glorious pair, top condition £9.50

(e) As above. For those who want to be absolutely sure of the Setting, we can supply
a fine copy with Poneke ad, at £3.75

711 5d Perf.12x11~ (07a). Fine copy - Adson are scarce in this perf £17.50

712(a) 5d Perf 10 (07d). Copy with mauve ad. (all are Third Setting) £8.00

(b) As above. but with Poneke advert £9.00



(c) As above. Superb vertical pair (incl. Poneke ad.) £22.50

713 5d Perf. 10 & 12'h Mixed (D7dY). Originally perf. 10 all round. but re-perfed
12% vertically. Good copy of a rare stamp (1979 Cat. $ 1(0). offered at £35.00

714 6d Perf. 10. (08h). Third Setting copy (with Poneke ad.). fine used £6.50

715 Bd Perf. 10 (09c). The only issue which always has Adson. First-class example.
c.d.s. £17.50

716(a) 1/- Perf. 12x11'h (OlOc). Third Setting - advert in purple. Another scarce one.
selected used quality £12.00

(b) As above. Superfine used pair - rare £30.00

(c) As above. Fiscally used copy with unrecorded variety Oouble perts (comb head).
Because of the poor state of the perforating head at this time. the extra strike
is not too obvious. and this no doubt explains the anonymity of the variety. A
bargain buy at £8.50

717(a) 1/- Perf. 10 (OlOe). Second or Third Setting copy. finest used £10.00

(b) As above. Third Setting example with Poneke advert

FINE MISCELLANY

£11.50

718 Chalon Heads. Perf. 12'h. Sparkling set of 7 (ld red. 2d blue. 3d lilac.
4d rose. 4d yc!lm..... 6d brown. 1/- green). in much above average condition.
Colours are beautifully crisp throughout - the key 4d rose is in an incredibly
deep vibrant shade. quite exceptional. A "Page 1" to be proud of £325.00

719 2/- First Sideface. Mint (part o.g.) copy. centred just a little high. but fresh and
of brilliant deep true colour. A choice stamp £235.00

720 5/- First Sideface. Superfine used example of a rare stamp. very seldom seen in
this quality. N')w Cat. S 600, and sure to continue rising £285.00

721 K.G.V. Plate Numbers. The following five lots each comprise a corner pair (with
selvedge at left and top) showing the indicated plate number above the first
stamp:

(a) 6d Carmine. (KBa). Plate no. 23. Superb unmounted £67.50

(b) 7'hd Red-brown (K9a). Plate no. 24. Superb unmounted £37.50

(c) 9d Sage-green (Klla). Plate no. 25. Superb unmounted £40.00

(d) 1/- Salmon (K12b3). Plate no. 42. Light hingeing and crease in selvedge, well
clear of stamps. which are superb unmounted £80.00

(e) 1/- Salmon Official (K012b3). Plate no. 42. Unmounted - negligible crease
leaves appearance unaffected £42.50



£1.25

722(a) 1932 Health. Superb used pair with Wellington c.d.s. of 18 NO 32, the first day
of issue. Condition is as close to perfection as one could reasonably ask -
magnificent! £60.00

(b) As above. Mint block of 4, deep shade, perfectly centred, and brilliant
unmounted. Our 1980 Cat. price of $ 60 per stamp reflects our considered
opinion that the 'Hygeia' is a key Health stamp - in finest condition, whether
mint or used, it is extremely difficult to find. The superb block £167.50

1898 PICTORIALS

723 %d London Print (El a). Three stamps in lovely shade contrasts, plus a horizontal
pair which includes the plate 1 R1/10 re-entry - all mint £10.00

724(a) ld Lake Taupo (E2a). Six used stamps in as wide-ranging shades of brown as
one could ever hope to see. Lovely £4.00

(b) As above. Another set of 6 used, each with a different frame plate re-entry, and
all listed in Vol. 1 of the Handbooks - incidentally the stamps again show a nice
range of shades £12.00

725(a) ld White Terrace (E3a). Three shades of rose (pale, deep and bright) and
three shades of crimson (pale, deep and bright). all used ..

(b) As above. Three re-entries, plate 1 R8/23 and 10/2, and the big "Doubled
Terraces" plate 2 R4/15 (EV3b) - the last is illustrated in our Catalogue - all
used £20.00

726(a) l%d Boor War, Perf. 11 (E4al. Three shades, chestnut, pale chestnut and reddish-
chestnut, all mint. A glorious set £15.00

(b) As above. A used copy of the R2/12 major re-entry (EV4f), usually acknow
ledged as the best in N.Z. stamps. The extensive doubling is clear to the naked-
eye £17.50

727 (a) l%d Boor War, Pert. 14 (E4b). Lovely mint block of 4, in pale chestnut £20.00

(b) As above. Magnificent top selvedge block of 6, unmounted mint, in a much
deeper chestnut. Beautifully centred - a showpiece £35.00

(c) As above. Another example of the R2/12 major re-entry, good mint £22.50

728(a) 2d London Print (E5a). Re-entries, plate 1 R5/2 and the massive R4/4 (EV5a
and b) Both used and very attractive £7.50

(b) As above. Shade set of 4, selected for fine contrasts, includes deep brown-lake,
brown-lake, pale brown-lake and a,bright rosy-lake. The 4 used £1.00

729

730

2d Purple, Pert. 14 (E6b). Two mint, in superb shades of purple and reddish-
purple .

2Y.zd WAKITIPU (E7a). Superb unmounted mint single .

£4.75

£4.00



731 (a) 2Y.zd WAKATIPU, London Print (E8a). Three shades, blue, deepish blue and dull
blue, all used with c.d.s. cancels £5.00

(b) As above. R7/2 re-entry, used (EV8j) £10.00

732 2Y.zd pert. 11, no wmk (E8b). Four contrasting blue shades, all used . £8.00

733(a) 2Y.zd pert. 11, wmk'd (E8c). Used copy............................................................... £5.00

(b) As above. Two used, one wmk normal, the other wmk reversed - both c.d.s.
cancels, and in attractive shades £11.00

734 2Y.zd pert. 14 (ESd). Set of three used in distinctive shades £3.00

735(a) 3d Pert. 11, no wmk (E9b). Two used shades of yellow-brown £1.25

(b) As above. Re-entries R1/10 (EV9b) and 5/11, both used and in breathtaking
shades .. £8.00

(c) As above. Catalogued re-entry R1/10 (EV9b) in lovely used horizontal pair with
normal stamp £7.00

736(a) 3d pert. 11, wmk'd (E9c). Three fine shades, all used £2.50

(b) As above. Wmk sideways, wmk sideways-inverted, and wmk sideways-inverted-
and-reversed. Three used stamps, all with c.d.s. cancels and in contrasting shades £3.00

737(a) 3d Reduced. Fine used copy, perf. 14 (E10a) £10.00

(b) As above. Used example in perf. 14x12'%-13% (E10b) £7.50

(c) As above. Pert. 14x15 (E1Oc), the two listed shades, used with c.d.s. cancels £15.00

738(a) 4d White Terrace (E11a). Three fine mint stamps, in shades of dull, deep and
bright rose. A most attractive trio £22.50

(b) As above. Fine used copy, c.d.s. cancel................................................................ £8.00

(c) As above. Magnificent set of 5 stamps, all c.d.s. used, showing Catalogued re
entries R2/5, 2/9,5/5 (EV11b,c,d) together with R10/5 and 10/9 re-entries. As
a bonus the stamps show a superb range of shades, one being the elusive lake-
rose. The 5 used re-entries £42.50

739(a) 4d Lake Taupo, Pert. 11, no wmk (E12a). Three mint, each in a differing frame
shade - nice centre variations, too. Lovely set! £15.00

(b) As above. Four delightful shades of both frame and centre, all c.d.s. used £6.00

(c) As above. Used copy with the R8/10 re-entry (EV12b) £5.00

74O(a) 4d Pert. 14 (E12c). Four mint copies of deep brown, yellow-brown, chestnut
and pale brown-yellow - outstanding contrasts £20.00



(b) As above. Superb marginal horizontal pair, unmounted mint, in the distinctive
pale brown-yellow shade. A lovely multiple £15.00

(c) As above. The four listed shades, used £6.00

(d) As above. Reversed watermark variety (E12cW), used £3.00

(e) As above. The Rl/3 major re-entry (EV12a), used £7.50

741 (a) 5d London Print (E13a). Set of two mint, in the scarce sepia and deep sepia
(El3a 4 and 5). Seldom seen in any condition, and virtually never in very
fine fresh mint as here £75.00

(b) As above. Mint copy in the sepia shade. Magnificent appearance but minute gum
thin (to which sepias are curiously very prone) allows £20.00

(c) As above. Pale red-chocolate, red-chocolate, and chocolate - set of three shades,
all c.d.s. used ; ; ;.;;; ;............................................................. £20.00

742(a) 5d Pert. 11, no wmk (E13b). The two Cataloguect shades, used. Good contrasts £4.00

(b) As above. R5/1, 5/2, 7/12, (EV13g), 10/9, 10/11 re-entries. A fine variety set
of five used £15.00

743(a) 5d Pert. 11, wmk'd (E13c). Mint copies in red-brown and the very scarce sepia.
Two brilliant shades £32.50

(b) As above. Four used stamps, all c.d.s., showing all four possible watermark
variations (sideways, sideways-reversed, sideways-inverted, and sideways-
inverted·and-reversed). A most unusual set £20.00

744(a) 5d Pert. 14 (El3d). Superb lightly hinged mint copy in red-brown £10.00

(b) As above. Used pair, cancelled by PALMERSTON NTH c.d.s., dated 19 AP 09.
Attractive if just a little off-centre £7.50

745 6d Green, London Print (E14a). Two superb shades, finest lightly hinged mint.
It would be difficult to better this pair ~.... £75.00

746(a) 6d Red, Pert. 11, no wmk (El4c). Finest mint copies in rose and rose-red, the
latter being unmounted £22.50

(b) As above. Three used shades, rose, rose-red and brick-red (scarce). Pretty
contrasts £20.00

(c) As above. Lovely horizontal pair in rose-red, cancelled by neat DUNEDIN reg'd
c.d.s., dated SP 01 ,......................................................................... £5.00

747 6d Pert. 11, wmk'd (E14e). Mint vertical pair with top selvedge, including the
Rl/l re-entry (EV14b). Stamps off-centre and some gum adhesions, but a
bargain at ;.................................................. £12.50



748 6d Upright Wmk, Pert. 11 (E14f). Magnificent used copy, c.d.s. cancel NELSON
28 MR 03. One of the finest examples of this rare stamp we have seen in years.. £100.00

749 6d Pert. 14 (E14g). Marginal block of 4, brilliant deep rich shade. Superfine
mint - previous hinge one stamp only. Outstanding! £97.50

750(a) 6d Reduced. Fine used copy, perf. 14 (E15a) in the normal carmine-pink shade £3.75

(b) As above. Set of three used, pert. 14x15 (E15c) - all in the carmine-pink group,
yet all delightfully different £12.00

751 8d London Print (E16a). Attractive mint copy in Prussian-blue £12.50

752(a) Bd Perfl 11, wmk'd (E16c). The three Catalogued shades of indigo-blue, blue and
deep blue, used £15.00

(b) As above. Used horizontal pair in indigo-blue, c.d.s. cancel. Lovely..................... £10.00

753 9d Pink Terrace. Set of 4 used: (a) London Print; (b) perf. 11, no wmk; (c) Pert.
11, wmk'd; (d) Perf. 14 (E 17 a,b,c,d,), all c.d.s. cancels. The 9d set £20.00

754 9d London Print (E17a). Mint single £10.00

755 9d Perf. 11, no wmk (E17b). Two used copies showing Rl/9 and 6/6 re-entries. £15.00

756(a) 9d Pert. 14 iEi7Ji. Two fine shades, mint £20.00

(b) As above. A similar pair of shades, but used £12.00

757(a) 1/- London Print (E18a). Gorgeous copy unmounted mint. Rare thus £35.00

(b) As above. Set of 3 mint, in the listed shades. Beautiful contrasts £75.00

(c) As above. R6/12 and 7/11 re-entries, both c.d.s. used £20.00

758 1/- Pert. 11, no wmk (E18b). Red, dull red, dull orange-red and bright orange-
red, all used £10.00

759(a) 1/- Perf. 11, wmk'd(E18d). Orange-red shade, mint lightly hinged and fine £10.00

(b) As above. Five c.d.s. used in startling contrasts of brown-red, red, bright-red,
orange-red and orange-brown. Lovely set £12.00

(c) As above. Three used, with wmk variations sideways, sideways-inverted, and
sideways-inverted-and-reversed £7.00

760 1/- Pert. 14 (E18e). Used example of a quite elusive stamp

To be concluded

£3.00


